SQLServerGeeks Annual Summit 2016

Asia's Only Data & Analytics Conference

Aug 11 – 13, 2016, Bangalore, India
Pre-Conference Seminar on Aug 10

Feel SSGAS 2015 (previous year)

It was a great learning experience. I loved it. - SSGAS 2015 attendee

Data & Analytics Professionals
A Unique Learning Event

5 TRACKS

DATABASE ADMINISTRATION
BIG DATA
CLOUD
DATABASE DEVELOPMENT
ANALYTICS & BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE

Conference has enhanced our skillsets and manager/company should enrol and sponsor employees for such good technical conference to benefit project and organisation.
-SSGAS 2015 attendee

For corporate registration enquiries, email mamita@sqlservergeeks.com

THIS IS YOU

SSGAS 2015 witnessed 2400+ attendees spread across 3 days!

Did you know?

an eDominer brand
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Learn From The Makers

Data & Analytics Product Teams fly down from Redmond for SSGAS

Did you know?

One in its kind - SSGAS 2015 attendee

Images: SQL Engineering Team from Redmond at #SSGAS2015 (Lara, Sanjay, Stuart, Sunil & Nosheen)
Interact With “Real” Experts
Microsoft Product Teams, MCMs, MVPs, SQLCAT will be there!

You get to meet the SQL & Azure Product Team Members, MVPs, MCMs, MCTs and Microsoft Experts who extensively worked on SQL, Azure, Big Data and gained oceans of knowledge. It’s your turn to fill your bucket. And remember every drop counts.

THIS IS YOU

Learn how to make the best of data driven technologies by following and understanding what to do and what not to do which works best for SQL, Azure, Big Data & Analytics.


For corporate registration enquiries, email mamita@sqlservergeeks.com

SSGAS 2015
had 20+ international speakers !!!

Most Valuable Event. Worth Attending. -SSGAS 2015 attendee
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3 Days of Non-Stop Learning

5 Tracks, 120+ Sessions, 70+ Speakers

Return from this summit with the skills and expertise that you can apply right back at your work. With the knowledge you gain you can re-train your colleagues and showcase the best you can do with SQL Server, Azure SQL, MS BI stack, Big Data & SQL Development.

Meet your fellow SQL folks and share your ideas in various discussions in a session or over a coffee in the hallway. Unmatched networking opportunity.
SSGAS 2016 Pre-Con Seminars

5 World-Renowned Experts

- Denny Cherry
  High Availability & Disaster Recovery
- Joey D Antoni
  SQL Azure Database
- Grant Fritchey
  Execution Plans & Query Tuning
- Andreas Wolter
  In-Memory & Columnstore
- Jen Stirrup
  Analytics & Business Intelligence

Pre-Conference Seminars are payable extra. You can either attend the pre-con or the conference or both the events. Pre-Cons and the regular conference are two separate things. Pre-Con is on Aug 10. Regular Conference is from Aug 11 to 13.

Speakers – Part 1

The SQL Rock Stars will be here, again!

Tomer Weisberg (Principal Program Manager, Microsoft, USA)
Silvia Doomra (Principal Program Manager, Microsoft, USA)
Sunil Agarwal (Principal Program Manager, Microsoft, USA)
Devashish Salgaonkar (Sr. PFE, Microsoft)
Bob Ward (Principal Architect, Data Group, Microsoft)
Siva Harinath (Principal Program Manager, Microsoft, USA)
Alex Yates (DLM Expert, Red Gate)
Grant Fritchey (Query Tuning Expert, Red Gate)
Andreas Wolter (MCM & MVP)
Jen Stirrup (Director & MVP)
Joe Young, Senior Program Manager, Microsoft, USA
Sanjay Mishra (Senior Program Manager, Microsoft, USA)
Denny Cherry (MCM & MVP)
Joey D Antoni (MCM & MVP)


For corporate registration enquiries, email mamita@sqlservergeeks.com
Speakers – Part 2

The SQL Rock Stars will be here, again!


For corporate registration enquiries, email mamita@sqlservergeeks.com
Technology Coverage

- Breakout Sessions
- Open Talks
- Chalk Talks
- Panel Discussions

- Analytics Platform System & Azure SQL Data Warehouse
- Information Management (ADF, SSIS, & Data Sync)
- SQL Server, SSAS, SSIS, SSRS, Azure SQL Database, Azure SQL VMs
- Azure Data Lake & Azure Document DB
- Azure Stream Analytics, Cortana Analytics Suite
- Power BI, Azure Machine Learning, Azure Search
- Azure HDInsight and Hadoop, Spark, & Storm on Azure
- Azure HDInsight and Hadoop, Spark, & Storm on Azure
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Keynote Speaker
The Mission, The Vision and The Roadmap

Joseph Sirosh
(Corporate Vice President
Data Group, Microsoft)

UN–MISS–ABLE LEADERSHIP TALK

Did you know?
At SSGAS 2015, MS US Corp Vice President of Data Group, T.K. “Ranga” Rengarajan & MS India Cloud & Enterprise Director, Srikanth Karnakota, were the keynote speakers.

For corporate registration enquiries, email mamita@sqlservergeeks.com
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Global Participation

Speakers & Attendees converge in Bangalore from all across the globe

Did you know?
People are coming from all over Asia! Oops.. All over the globe :)

Participating Countries:

India, USA, UK, Germany, Singapore, Brazil, Malaysia, Australia, New Zealand, Italy, Indonesia, Thailand, Sri Lanka, Bangladesh, Nepal, Qatar, UAE, Saudi Arabia, Bahrain, Denmark, Japan, China and many more to come...

For corporate registration enquiries, email mamita@sqlservergeeks.com
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Simply awesome - SSGAS 2015 attendee
Make The Right Move!

Your Biggest Learning Event is Waiting!

Engage with the largest SQL & Data Community in Asia – like never before!

Apart from breakout sessions, SQLServerGeeks Annual Summit will feature Open-Talks, Chalk-Talks, Panel Discussions, Power Hours, Quizzing, Treasure Hunts, Contests, Speaker Idols & SQL Stories!

Did you know?

On an average, our In-person events see 42% new attendees every time.

No comments. Simply great.
- SSGAS 2015 attendee


For corporate registration enquiries, email mamita@sqlservergeeks.com
Direct Access to SQL Team

Priceless...

Direct access to SQL Product Team is invaluable!

Engage with the SQL Engineers, Program Managers, Group Program Managers, SQL CAT Team, SQL Tiger Team – all fly down from Redmond to interact with you, to teach you, to give you best advises – which will help your job, your career & of course, your SQL deployments!

Did you know?

At SSGAS 2015, more than 10 SQL Team members flew down from Redmond!

Learnt a lot from SQL Team.
-SSGAS 2015 attendee


Image: Sunil Agarwal, Principal Program Manager, SQL Server Storage Team, presenting at SSGAS 2015
And there will be some fun...

At the end of each day, unwind, with some scintillating performances

Did you know?
At SSGAS 2015, Vineeth Vincent, India’s biggest beat boxer rocked the audience with his scintillating performance!

Extraordinary efforts.
- SSGAS 2015 attendee


For corporate registration enquiries, email mamita@sqlservergeeks.com
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Highly Energetic Team

Volunteers for You

Did you know? SSGAS 2015 had 50+ volunteers helping attendees at every step. Attendees were amazed at the energy level shown by the team!

SSGAS 2015 attendee

Organizing Team worked like a family. They made the conference experience a luxury.

-SSGAS 2015 attendee


For corporate registration enquiries, email mamita@sqlservergeeks.com
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Feedback Says It All...

Express your experience in one word

Did you know?

This SGGAS 2015 flex is now showcased at eDominer office in Bangalore :)

For corporate registration enquiries, email mamita@sqlservergeeks.com
Summary – Why Attend?

• To get real-world training from industry experts
• To learn from SQL product team, Redmond
• To network & connect with the MVPs, MCMs
• Direct access to product team members
• Benefit from new delivery formats like Open-Talks & Chalk-Talks*
• Special focus on Analytics, Cloud & Big Data
• Expert level demo-oriented sessions
• Know the latest trends in Data & Analytics world
• Five parallel full-day classroom training
Summary – Key Highlights

• Only event in Asia to host Microsoft Certified Masters
• Only event in Asia to give your direct access to SQL Product Team members
• Only event in Asia where you learn the latest trends in Data & Analytics
• Only event in Asia with learning techniques like Open-Talks & Chalk-Talks
• Only Data & Analytics Events in Asia with 100+ breakout sessions
• Only Data & Analytics Events in Asia with 5 parallel tracks
• Only Data & Analytics Events in Asia where SQL CAT & TIGER team participates

For corporate registration enquiries, email mamita@sqlservergeeks.com
Summary – ROI / Value

• MS Program Managers, Principal PMs, Group PMs >> Learn the internals from them and implement in your projects, the right way >> Enjoy accolades from your customers
• Case studies from the field >> MS Premier Field Engineers teach you real world issues >> Avoid them in your projects >> Attain greater customer satisfaction
• Industry experts from 16+ countries share their domain & technology experience >> Help your current projects & be ready for the next one >> Get recognized by your customers
• Interact with SQL CAT & SQL TIGER Team >> Learn about the most complex deployments of the world >> Take your organization to the next level >> Be a champion in your team
• Take the complete conference material back with you >> Share with your colleagues & peers >> Be a star team member
• Attend full-day training on Aug 10 >> Re-deliver back in your organization
• Join 1000+ attendees >> 300+ companies >> Network. Learn. Explore.
Aug 11 – 13, 2016, Bangalore, India


Pre-Conference Seminars on Aug 10

For corporate registration enquiries, email mamita@sqlservergeeks.com
Mamita +91 9503124667

For online registration visit, www.sqlservergeeks.com/summit2016